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VEILANCE — SPRING / SUMMER 2021
A ZERO GRAVITY SYSTEM

Veilance introduces its Spring / Summer 2021 collection — a zero gravity 
system designed for total freedom. With a key focus on super lightweight highly 
breathable materials and adaptable silhouettes, this season seeks to remove all 
restrictions that come with dressing in the warmest season. 

“The driving principle in outdoor is to make gear as lightweight as possible, 
enabling people to go further, faster,” explains Creative Director, Taka Kasuga. 
“We’re exploring how this concept can be applied to a daily wardrobe. By shedding 
all excess weight from our products while maintaining weather functionality, the 
wearer can better focus on their passions and pursuits.”

Finding inspiration in the work of Tomás Saraceno, whose Aerosolar Journeys calls 
for the right to mobility, SS’21 offers adaptability in versatile forms that provide 
real-world performance benefits. Between an expanded Fast and Light capsule, 
new Terratex™ silhouettes, and ultralight insulated layers, this is Veilance’s most 
comprehensive warm weather collection to date. 
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https://studiotomassaraceno.org/aerosolar-journeys-2/
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Veilance’s first bucket hat is a waterproof GORE-TEX 3L C-KNIT™ rendition with 
a hidden cord adjustment system. Pair with the updated Partition LT Coat of the 
same material for streamlined waterproof protection. 

A super lightweight insulated jacket and vest made from a DWR finished 
ripstop nylon and Coreloft™ fibrefill. Strategically placed stretch woven panels 
increase breathability and ease of movement, making these pieces ideal for 
layering and travel. 
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SPERE LT HAEDN LT

Made from lightweight and breathable Terratex™, the Spere LT package 
features a new military inspired 6-pocket hoody, a classic collared jacket, and a 
relaxed fit ergonomically patterned pant. 

The Haedn LT package is a set of three new silhouettes constructed from 
sustainably sourced lightweight performance wool, finished with PFC-Free 
DWR for a light layer of weather protection. Silhouettes include a Blazer, Pant, 
and Short Sleeve Shirt. 
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DEPLOY LT JACKET DEMLO COLLECTION

New in hard shells, the Deploy LT Jacket offers pinnacle wind and water 
protection, made from GORE-TEX’s lightest 3 layer C-knit. A moulded 
WaterTight™ zipper curves away from the face, giving this piece its distinct 
look.

A staple in the Fast and Light capsule, the Demlo is updated this season 
in three new silhouettes. These super lightweight nylon shells offer highly 
breathable water resistance, making them perfect pieces for the hottest 
climates. Now available in a Coat, Pullover, and Shirt Jacket.
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The SS’21 collection will launch January 2021 on veilance.com, Arc’teryx stores, 
and partnered global retailers. 
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ABOUT VEILANCE

CONTACT

Founded by Arc’teryx in 2009, Veilance applies minimalist values and advanced 
technical construction to its line of climate controlling systems. Based in 
Canada’s west coast mountains, Veilance engineers performance products for 
every interface and environment. 

Heidi Turner — Global Marketing
heidi.turner@arcteryx.com
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